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frustrated magnetic systems are those where there are topological restraints such that a11 
magnetic interactions cannot be satisfied simultaneously. This concept was initially applied 
to local moment systems; relatively recently it has been realized that in itinerant systems 
where atoms are close to the magnetic instability condition, frustration can be at the origin 
of exotic magnetic structures and striking effects in the paramagnetic state. The models 
and experimental data on these systems will be briefly reviewed. 

I. Local moment systems 

The word "frustration" was introduced in the con- 

text of magnetic systems by ~ou louse [~ ]  to express the 

type of situation where magnetic interactions cannot 

a11 be satisfied simultaneously, so that the ground state 

is necessarily a compromise. Initially this concept was 

applied to  "classical" model systems where the moment 

at each site is fixed in magnitude but not in direction. 

Thus for the one dimensional Ising system of figure 

(Ia),  if the near neighbour interaction Ji is either fer- 

romagnetic or antiferromagnetic while the next nearest 

neighbour interaction J2 is antiferromagnetic, the two 

types of interaction cannot be satisfied simultaneously. 

In general for near neighbour interactions topological 

frustration occurs when in a lattice the number of anti- 

ferromagnetig interactions in a plaquette is odd. This 

happens for triangular lattices with antiferromagnetic 

interactions, oi. for square lattices if the interactions are 

chosen appropriately (figures l b  and lc). In addition to  

regularly frustrated lattices where there is frustration 

but no disorder among the set of interactions, there 

are also random systems (spin glasses) where the set 

of interactions is chosen at random in such a way that 

there is topological disorder among the interactions as 

well as (partial) frustration. Thus in the square lattice 

if each interaction is cliosen with random sign, exactly 

half the plaquettes are frustrated and these frustrated 

plaquettes are distributed in a random manner. 

There are many physical examples of regularly frus- 

trated and randomly frustrated local moment systems, 

particularly in intermetallic compounds and in alloys 

wliere the existence of long range RKKY-like interac- 

tions enhances the probability of frustration. Regular 

rare earth intermetallic compounds with frustrated in- 

teractions can show a wide range of complex magnetic 

pliases: anti-phase structures (DyNi2Si2, TbFeSiz), 

modulated phases (PrNi2Si2), helimagnetism (Tb, Dy, 

Ho) or non-collinear structures (DyNi, Er ~ i ) [ ~ ] .  Some 

compounds show numerous quasi-degenerate phases 

which are either commensurate or incommensurate 

with a "devil's staircase" phase structure as a func- 

tion of temperature and field . Recently consid- 

erable attention has been paid to  Kagomé lattices 

(SrCra-,Ga4+,ois and pyroclore) which are made up 
of triangular units assembled around h e ~ a ~ o n s [ ~ I .  They 

are quasi two dimensional and uniformly frustrated; de- 

spite their having strong near neighbour interactions 

they seem to show no long range order a t  any temper- 

ature. 

The theory of frustrated local moment systems has 

been studied extensively, starting from the antiferro- 

magnetic triangular Ising ~ ~ s t e m [ ~ ] .  The major charac- 

teristic of frustration is the possibility of having many 

degenerate ground states. The frustrated system, with 

or without topological disorder, can be stabilized in 

degenerate spin configurations which are not related 

to each other by a global symmetry (inversion on the 

case of Ising spins or global rotation for Heisenberg 

spins). A well studied example for classical spins is 

the 3d ANNNI (Anisotropic Next Nearest Neighbour 



Ising) model. This model assumes Ising spins on a 

cubic lattice with ferromagnetic interactions Jo in the 

planes, and competing near neighbour Jl and second 

neighbour J2 interactions along the z direction~[~I. Tliis 

model shows a rich field of phases where different stack- 

ing sequerices are stable. A qualitatively similar phase 

diagram with a succession of commensurate and incom- 

mensurate phases is observed in rare earth compounds 

such as DyGa2 under applied field[6]. 

Figure 1. a. Frustration due to competing interactions in 
a one dimensional ANNNI model. If the second neighbour 
interaction is antiferromagnetic, wliatever the sign of tlie 
nearest neighbour interaction the system will be frustrated. 
b. Topological frustration for Ising spins in a triangle witli 
antiferromagnetic interactions. Tliere is no way in wliich 
all tlie three interactions can be satisfied. c. Topological 
frustration for Ising spins in a square witli three ferromag- 
netic interactions and one antiferromagnetic intera.ct.ion of 
the same strengtli. One of the interactions must always 
be frustrated and there are eiglit alternative lowest energy 
states. 

At finite temperatures, not too far below tlie tem- 

perature where the magnetic order first sets in, in the 

presence of long range interactions tlie magnetic phase 

will tend to be that with a vector of propagation Q 

such that the transform of the interactions J(q) 1s ' max- 

imized. In these modulated or helimagnetic structures 

different spins have different time average magnetic mo- 

ments; a famous example is Cr metal which bas a mod- 

ulated antiferromagnetic order. As the temperature is 

lowered these structures will in general square up and 

go over to  antiphase structures where a11 spins have 

tlie canonical Stoner model of ferromagnetism, a metal 

with a sufficiently high density of states a t  the Fermi 

leve1 becomes ferromagnetic a t  low temperatures hy a 

bootstrap mechanism where each site acquires a mo- 

ment aided by the interactions with the moments on 

the neighbour sites. Weak ferromagnets and their exci- 

tations (as in ZrZn2 for instance) are well described by 

this model, 

If interactions are topologically frustrated, one can 

imagine a situation where on the contrary a ground 

state cai1 exist where neighbour sites conspire to  re- 

solve the frustration by annuling the moment on cer- 

tain sites. Thus if the correlation energy at a site U is 

weaker than tlie intersite interaction strength J, then 

for a triangle of frustrated spins with antiferromagnetic 

interactions (figure 2) i t  will be energetically favourable 

to suppress the moment on one of the three sites, fig. 

2b, ratlier than maintaining the frustration of fig. 2a. 

(inost "crimes passionnels" follow this patten). 

Figure 2. a. A frustrated triangle of Ising spins with anti- 
ferromagnetic interactions. b. The same triangle where one 
of the spins has had its moment supressed. 

A very instructive theoretical model has been 

d e v e l ~ ~ e d [ ~ ]  which expresses this idea starting from 

a Hubbard Hamiltonian for spins on a two dimen- 

sional triangular lattice. I t  is assumed that the on- 

site Coulomb repulsion U is of the order of the band- 

width W and that the system is close to the magnetic- 

nonmagnetic instability. ,In addition the spin sites are 

assumed to be very anisotropic so that each spin can 

take the values up, down or zero. The effective spin 1 

Hamiltonian can then be written 
their maximum m~rnen t [~ ] .  

11. Model Itinerant sys tems  

Up to now we have considered only classical spins 

whose moments are fixed in amplitude. In itinerant 

magnetic systems however the local moment is not fixed 

but depends t o  a great extent on tlie molecular fields 

exerted on it  by its neighbours as well as on parame- 

ters such as tlie external field and the pressure. Thus in 

where A and Jij are related t o  the parameters of the 

Hubbard model. Now if A is positive the Si can take the 

three values: f 1 with a magnetic moment on the site, 

or O when tlie site is nonmagnetic which is the ground 

state in the absence of exchange or an external magnetic 

field. For tlie mode1 to exhibit the principal efects, it is 
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suficient to  restrict the interactions to a near neighbour as shown in figure 4 wit<h a phase sequence as a func- 

tion of applied field which includes two phases with zero 

moment sites. Both in zero field and in field it can he 

energetically favourable for certain sites to have zero 

moment, a "mixed" structure. 

interaction J l  and a second neighbour interaction J 2 .  

At zero temperature tlie phase diagram as a functioil 

of the ratios A/Ji and J z / J l  shows four phases; as well 

a as a nonmagnetic pliase and two antiferromagnetic 

phases w1iei:e a11 tlie spins have f 1 moments there is a 

phase with both magnetic and nonmagnetic sites. As 

A is positive, forming a magnetic moment costs energy 

and for certain parts of the pliase diagram it is ener- 

getically favourable to  have zero moment sites. (It can 

be checked that the total molecu1a.r field on the zero 

\ I nonrnagnetic 

ferrimagnetic antiferromagnetic moment sites is zero). 

magnetic phases 

Figure 3b. Tlie zero field phase diagram as a function of tlie 

ratios A/ J1 and Jz/ Ji . (reference 7) 

mixed phases 

nonmagnetic phase mc 
applied field 

Figure 4. Tlie phase diagram as a function of field for tlie 
spin 1 two dimensional triangular model with the particular 
clioice of parameters A / J i  = 1 and J2/J1 = 0.5. The ap- 
plied field is in iinits of J1 ancl the magnetízation ís relative 
to tlie fully magnetizecl state. (reference 7) 

Figure 3a. Tlie possible zero field states for tlie spin 1 two 
dimensional triangular model. o indicates a nonmagnetic 
site. 

If now a magnetic field is applied, a furtlier ricli 

sequence of pl-iases can appear. Thus for the partic- 

ular case A = J1 and J z  = 5112 (antiferromagnetic 

ground state 111 in figure 3) the magnetization increases 

It can be shown that if we have the same Hamil- 

tonian but with classical spins (a11 orientations permit- 

ted) there wi11 never be zero moment sites in the ground 
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In DyMna in zero applied field there is a mixecl 

structure wliere only 25% of the chemically equivalent 

Mn sites have magnetic moments, the rest liaving zero 

rnornents[12]. In TbMna the magnetic structure in zero 

field is complex with a11 the Mn atoms in a magnetic 

state, but tliere is a transition to the same "mixed" 

structure wben a magnetic field of 4.5T is applied at 

25K or when a few percent of Mn atoms are replacecl 

by smaller Fe atoms[13]. In ThMn2 which is also close 

to  the critica1 condition the Mn atoms order in a tri- 

angular antiferromagnetic mixed s t r ~ c t u r e [ ~ ~ ~ ] .  I11 other 

compounds of tlie same family, even if the striicture 

is not mixed tlie inffuence of the frustration is very 

important; i11 tlie ordered structures the frustration 

is resolved with collinear or complex propagation vec- 

tors (PrMn2, ~ d ~ n y ] )  or with a distorted helicoidal 

modulation (YM~?]) .  Similar structures can be in- 

duced by hydrostatic or chemical pressure['" iiil cer- 

tain other compounds. As one might expect, in a11 

these systemi; the effects of hydrostatic pressure are 

dramatic and small changes in pressure acting upon 

the lattice parameters give huge changes in ordering 

temperatures[l6]. 

Frustration continues to play an important role in 

the paramagnetic state where giant spin fluctuations 

appear. In particular the compound YMn2 has been 

intensively ~ t u d i e d [ ~ ~ ] .  The ground state is a helically 

modiilated antiferromagnet witli a long period of 400A 

and two modulation mo de^[^]]. If pressure is applied or 

the lattice is doped witli Sc in tlie place o£ Y to pro- 

vide chernical piessiire, the ordering is ~ u p ~ r e s s e d ~ ~ ~ ~  

and the system becomes heavy fermion lilre witli a large 

electronic specific heat and electron-electron resistivity 

term[lg]. YMn2 substituted with 3% Sc is paramag- 

netic down to zero teinperature; the electronic specific 

heat coefficient, is 140 mJ/K2 which is a value quite 

comparable wit,h the heavy fermion systems. The giant 

antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations in the paramagnetic 

state lead to  strongly enhanced paramagnetic neutron 

scattering about tlie antiferromagnetic wavevector for 

a wide range of temperature. The effective local mo- 

ment on the Mn sites increases strongly with increas- 

ing temperature, tending towards the full Mn magnetic 

moment at very high temperatures. Thus from integra- 

tion of neutron scattering intensity, in YMn2 the effec- 

tive fluctuating Iocal moment increases from about 1 

p~ at 90K, the ordering teinperature, to about 2 p~ at 

300k'[~~].  The transport properties in the paramagnetic 

state reflect tlie anomalous magnetic behaviour. 

If a fraction of Mn atoms are now replaced by A1 

atoms tlie quantum spin liquid state transforms to a 

spin glass state because of local lifting of total frus- 

tiation which allows static local moments to  form["]. 

The system closely follows the qualitative behaviour 

predicted in a model of a fully frustrated lattice with 

dilution["]. The formation of a spin glass is accompa- 

nied by other changes in physical parameters. 

IV. Other transition meta1 systems 

Althougli the REMna compounds have been the 

most intensively studied, there are certainly other sys- 

tems where frustration produces analagous effects on 

transition metal sites which are close to the condition 

for instability. In the Laves phase compound TiFez, 

tlie ordered state is antiferromagnetic with 1/3 of the 

Fe sites which are n ~ n i n a ~ n e t i c [ ~ ~ ] .  In field neutron 

nieasurements indicate that these Fe sites are not para- 

magnetic but have zero moments in the same sense as 

in the REMn2 compounds. In the compound Mn Si3 
whicli has a very complex magnetic structure the neu- 

tron data indicate that there are Mn sites which have 

zero moments in the ordered  tat te[^']. For both of these 

compounds frustration can be invoked. 

Pure Mn metal has three different structures a,  ,B 
and y; /3 is nonmagnetic, y is antiferromagnetic with a11 

sites carrying the same moment of about 2pB and a is 

a complicated noncollinear antiferromagnet with some 

sites having moments up to 1 . 8 ~ ~  and some close to 

zero[22]. It is possible that this structure may be the 

consequence of frustration. 

Another element which frequently shows moment 

instabilities is U. In the compound U N ~ ~ B [ ~ ~ ]  a mixed 

structure has been shown to exist. 

The only systems we have discussed are those with 

regular atomic structures. It may be possible to extend 

the ideas to disordered systems. For instance there are 

spin glass alloys where the local moments are close to 

the instability condition; in such alloys the local mo- 

ments may well be not only disordered in the sense 

that the moment orientations are quasi-random, but 

there may be associated variations in the moment am- 
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plitudes. CrFe alloys may provide an exa,mple of this 

type of behaviour. 

V. In s t ab l e  rare earth moments:  CeSb  

We have seen that effects specific to itinerant inag- 

netic systems under tlie infiuence of frustration ap- 

pear most clearly in situations where tlie local mag- 

netic momeilts are instable. As well as the 3d mag- 

nets, one can also search for sucli effects in rare eartli 

compounds containing Ce or Yb. Tlie typically "heavy 

fermion" compounds show unstable local moments and 

indeed certain compounds have characteristics which 

closely resemble those of tlie compounds that we have 

discussed above. A particularly clear example is the 

semi metal CeSb. Tliis has one of the most complex 

magnetic pliase diagrams ever di~covered[~*~]. It crys- 

tallizes in a single NaCl structure with a very small 

crystal field splitting and a very large cube edge inag- 

netic anisotropy. The properties are very sensitive to  

hydrostatic pressure and to tlie applied field. In zero 

field there is a succession of six modulated commeil- 

surate phases witli differeiit staclrings of ferromagnetic 

planes with up or clown magnetizatioii and of nonmag- 

netic planes; more mixed phases appear in ai1 applied 

 fie^[^^]. As a11 tlie planes perpendicular to the modu- 

lation direction liave an interna1 ferroinagnetic (or zero 

moment) order, and tlie inomeiit are "squarecl up", i.e. 

tlie moments in a11 the ferromagnetic layers are equal, 

tlie structures cai1 Be very conveniently represented by 

one diinensional figures. Some of the structures are 

sliown in figure 6. The sensitivity of tlie Ce moment to 

the various parameters implies a delicate balance be- 

tween tlie f-p liybridisation, tlie crystal field ancl the 

frustrated in te rac t ion~[~~] .  CeSb is a member of the 

family of I<ondo lattices so the sites at whicli the Ce 

moments are zero can be considered either as "non- 

magnetic" or "I<ondon. Tlie excitation spectra seem 

to suggest that the nomagnetic layers are not zero mo- 

ment iii tlie sense of the compounds discussed above, 

but paramagnetic, meaniiig that they have rapidly re- 

laxing local momeilts ratlier tlian moments which are 

supressed by tlie band structiire effects. Tlie ANNNI 

m ~ d e l [ ~ ] ,  which may be thought of as a one dimensional 

moclel with frustration because of competing nearest 

neighbour and second neighbour interactions, can pro- 

vide an excellent frameworlr for understanding the com- 

plexity of tlie magnetic structures and the succession of 

modulated phases. As in its original version it is an 

Ising model (each spin either up or down) it  cannot 

provide an interpretation for the zero moment planes 

in the mixed structures in the same way as the effective 

spin 1 model outlined above. 

ferro + + + + + + + + + + +  

ferro mixed t . + + + o + + + o + + + O  

ferro mixed 2 + + o o + + o o + + o o  

ferro mixed 3 + + O O C + O O + +  

ferro mixed 4 + + + o o + + o o + i - + o 0  

ferro mixed 5 + + + o o + + + o o + + +  

ferri 1 ++--+i--++--++ 

f e m  2 + + - + + - + + - + +  

antiferro mixed 1 + o - + o - + o -  

antiferro rnixed 2 - + + - o + - - + o - + o - 
antiferro mixed 3 - + + - - + o - + + - - + o 

antiferro rnixed 4 + - - + + - - + o + 

antiferro mixed 5 + + - - + + - - + o - + + - - 

antiferro 1 + - + -  

antiferro 2 + + - - + -  

antiferro 3 + + - - + - - + +  - 
antiferro 4 + + - -  

Figure 6. Tlie modulated magnetic pi~ases of CeSb. Tlie 
structiire is a siiccession of ferromagnetic or zero moment 
(001) planes with the magnetic moments along the modula- 
tion c axis and so perpendicular to the planes. Up or down 
magnetization planes are indicated + or -; zero moment 
planes are indicated o. (reference 25) 

VI. Concliision 

Frustration in itinerant systems has a dramatic ef- 

fect on the magnetic ordering and can produce zero 

moment sites in tlie ordered state when the systems are 

close to the condition for magnetic instability. In the 

paramagnetic state effects which mimic heavy fermion 

behaviour appear and the effective local moments are 
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highly temperature dependent. There are strong hydro- 

static pressiire dependences at a11 temperatures. This 

nove1 and striking behaviour has only been interpreted 

relatively recently and there are certainly many other 

examples of systems which exhibit itinerant frustration 

waiting to be discovered. It would be very interesting to 

pursue the discussioii of the relatioiiship between frus- 

tratioii and heavy fermion effects. 
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